
Mustafa Kemal Kim was born in 1990, in northern Cyprus. He found a medium where he met his medium after attending elective courses on
documentary film making and fundamentals of photography during his undesired studies, Management Information Systems, in Eastern
Mediterranean University. As soon as he graduated, the Cyprus problem’s hopelessness triggered him to leave the island where he lived since
he was born, to discover beyond this island. In 2013 he arrived in the capital of Germany where he had never been before and his only
companion was a compact camera. First experiences in this city became his inspiration for his first autoportrait series that was named as “fuck
yourself”.

Not so long after, he bought his first DSLR camera and his obsession continued to improve his approach in experimental photography and he
discovered a language in photography that he noticed was already a known technique in photography called kinetic light painting.

In 2014 and 2015, he purchased his first photographs for private individuals’ while his given name “Mustafa” was becoming remarkable in
society through the rising refugee crisis in Europe. In order to dodge hostility, he prefered “musta” , therefore “mustakemakima” appeared since
2015.  Observing, analysing and experiencing society improved his relations with a camera. Thus his inspiration was forming a photographic
and an artistic expressional vision mainly yielded by existential and identity crisis aside of interpersonal conflicts and socio-political issues
during his own discovery.

In 2017, those experiences inspired photographs backed his courage for applying to a yearly organized event in Berlin where he got first
appearance in public. As motivated as he could get after receiving feedback, he continued his efforts and works which followed with his two
works to be exhibited in 1st Chania International Photography Festival, in Greece by 2018.

In 2019 he participated with six pieces of his selected works for the “Human Touch” project within 15th Paratissima Art Fair in Turin, Italy.

Currently, his recent works are inspired by slowing down and noticing objects, patterns and aesthetics of common things beside his usual
approach. Meanwhile working to develop his artistic narratives.

mustakemakima still lives and works in Berlin.


